Same Thing

Verse 1 ||: Dm /// | % | % | % :||
| A /// | Bb / A / | Dm /// | % |
What makes a man go crazy, when a woman wears her dress so tight?
What makes a man go crazy, when a woman wears her dress so tight?
Must be the Same Thing that keep a Tom Cat out all night.

Verse 2 What makes a man go crazy, and want to rub their big hands around?
What makes a man go crazy, and want to rub their big hands around?
Must be the same thing that make the Hound Dogs come about.

Chorus | Dm /// | % | % | % | A /// | Bb / A / | Dm /// | % |
Oh, it’s the same thing, same thing.
Tell me who's to blame, whole world fighting 'bout the Same Thing

Lead = Verse

Verse 3 What makes a man go crazy, when a woman wears an evening gown?
What makes a man go crazy, when a woman wears an evening gown?
Must be the Same Thing that make the Hound Dogs come about.

Chorus Oh, it’s the same thing, same thing.
Tell me who's to blame, whole world fighting 'bout the Same Thing

Lead= Verse

Verse 4 What makes a man go crazy, when a woman wears her dress so tight?
What makes a man go crazy, when a woman wears her dress so tight?
Must be the Same Thing that keep a Tom Cat out all night.

Chorus (end song by repeating last line)
Oh, it's the same thing, same thing
Tell me who's to blame, whole world fighting 'bout the Same Thing.
Tell me who's to blame, whole world fighting 'bout the Same Thing.